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ABSTRACT

Neural speech synthesis models have recently demonstrated the abil-
ity to synthesize high quality speech for text-to-speech and compres-
sion applications. These new models often require powerful GPUs
to achieve real-time operation, so being able to reduce their com-
plexity would open the way for many new applications. We propose
LPCNet, a WaveRNN variant that combines linear prediction with
recurrent neural networks to significantly improve the efficiency of
speech synthesis. We demonstrate that LPCNet can achieve signifi-
cantly higher quality than WaveRNN for the same network size and
that high quality LPCNet speech synthesis is achievable with a com-
plexity under 3 GFLOPS. This makes it easier to deploy neural syn-
thesis applications on lower-power devices, such as embedded sys-
tems and mobile phones.

Index Terms— neural audio synthesis, parametric coding,
WaveRNN

1. INTRODUCTION

Neural speech synthesis algorithms have recently made it possible to
both synthesize high-quality speech [1, 2, 3], and code high quality
speech at very low bitrate [4]. The first generation of these algo-
rithms, often based on algorithms like WaveNet [5], gave promis-
ing results in real time with a high-end GPU to provide the tens
of billions of floating-point operations per second (GFLOPS) re-
quired. We want to perform synthesis on end-user devices like mo-
bile phones, which do not have powerful GPUs and have limited
battery capacity.

Recent work [6, 7] has focused on finding more efficient mod-
els in order to reduce the complexity of speech synthesis. In this
work, we continue in that direction, providing more efficiency im-
provements and making it easier to synthesize speech even on slower
CPUs, and with limited impact on battery life.

Low complexity parametric synthesis models such as low bitrate
vocoders have existed for a long time [8, 9], but their quality has al-
ways been severely limited. While they are generally efficient at
modeling the spectral envelope (vocal tract response) of the speech
using linear prediction, no such simple model exists for the excita-
tion. Despite some advances [10, 11, 12], modeling the excitation
signal has remained a challenge.

In this work, we propose the LPCNet model, which takes the
burden of spectral envelope modeling away from a neural synthesis
network so that most of its capacity can be used to model a spec-
trally flat excitation. This makes it possible to match the quality of
state-of-the art neural synthesis systems with fewer neurons, signif-
icantly reducing the complexity. Starting from the WaveRNN algo-
rithm summarized in Section 2, we make improvements that reduce

the model complexity, as detailed in Section 3. In Section 4, we eval-
uate the quality and complexity of LPCNet in a speaker-independent
speech synthesis context based on the proposed model. We conclude
in Section 5.

2. WAVERNN

The WaveRNN architecture proposed in [7] takes as input the previ-
ous audio sample st−1, along with conditioning parameters f , and
generates a discrete probability distribution P (st) for the output
sample. Although it is proposed as a 16-bit model (split as 8 coarse
bits and 8 fine bits), we omit the coarse/fine split in this summary,
both for clarity and because we do not use it in this work. The Wave-
RNN model mainly consists of a gated recurrent unit (GRU) [13],
followed by two fully-connected layers, ending in a softmax activa-
tion. It is computed as

xt = [st−1; f ]

ut = σ
(
W(u)ht−1 +U(u)xt

)
rt = σ

(
W(r)ht−1 +U(r)xt

)
h̃t = tanh

(
rt ◦

(
W(h)ht−1

)
+U(h)xt

)
(1)

ht = ut ◦ ht−1 + (1− ut) ◦ h̃t
P (st) = softmax (W2 relu (W1ht)) ,

where the W(·) and U(·) matrices are the GRU weights, σ (x) =
1

1+e−x is the sigmoid function, and ◦ denotes an element-wise vec-
tor multiply. Throughout this paper, biases are omitted for clarity.
The synthesized output sample st is obtained by sampling from the
probability distribution P (st). As a way of reducing complexity, the
matrices used by the GRU can be made sparse and [7] proposes us-
ing non-zero blocks of size 4x4 or 16x1 to ensure that vectorization
is still possible and efficient.

3. LPCNET

This section presents the LPCNet model, our proposed improvement
on WaveRNN. Fig. 1 shows an overview of its architecture, which
is explained in more details in this section. It includes a sample
rate network that operates at 16 kHz, and a frame rate network that
processes 10-ms frames (160 samples). In this work, we limit the
input of the synthesis to just 20 features: 18 Bark-scale [14] cep-
stral coefficients, and 2 pitch parameters (period, correlation). For
low-bitrate coding applications, the cepstrum and pitch parameters
would be quantized [4], whereas for text-to-speech, they would be
computed from the text using another neural network [1].
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Fig. 1. Overview of the LPCNet algorithm. The left part of the net-
work (yellow) is computed once per frame and its result is held con-
stant throughout the frame for the sample rate network on the right
(blue). The compute prediction block predicts the sample at time t
based on previous samples and on the linear prediction coefficients.
Conversions between µ-law and linear are omitted for clarity. The
de-emphasis filter is applied to the output st.

3.1. Conditioning Parameters

As part of the frame rate network, the 20 features first go through two
convolutional layers with a filter size of 3 (conv 3x1), resulting in a
receptive field of 5 frames (two frames ahead and two frames back).
The output of the two convolutional layers is added to a residual
connection and then goes through two fully-connected layers. The
frame rate network outputs a 128-dimensional conditioning vector f
that is then used by the sample rate network. The vector f is held
constant for the duration of each frame.

3.2. Pre-emphasis and Quantization

Some synthesis models such as WaveNet [5] use 8-bit µ-law quan-
tization [15] to reduce the number of possible output sample values
to just 256. Because the energy of speech signals tends to be mostly
concentrated in the low frequencies, the µ-law white quantization
noise is often audible in the high frequencies, especially for 16 kHz
signals that have a higher spectral tilt. To avoid this problem, some
approaches extend the output to 16 bits [7]. Instead, we propose to
simply apply a first-order pre-emphasis filter E(z) = 1 − αz−1 to
the training data, with α = 0.85 providing good results. The synthe-
sis output can then be filtered using the inverse (de-empahsis) filter

D(z) =
1

1− αz−1
, (2)

effectively shaping the noise such that its power at the Nyquist rate is
reduced by 16 dB. This significantly reduces the perceived noise (see
Section 4.3) and makes 8-bit µ-law output viable for high-quality
synthesis.

3.3. Linear Prediction

The neural networks in many neural speech synthesis approaches [4,
5, 6, 7, 16] have to model the entire speech production process, in-
cluding glottal pulses, noise excitation, as well as the response of the
vocal tract. Although some of these are indeed very hard to model,
we know that the vocal tract response can be represented reasonably
well by a simple all-pole linear filter [17]. Let st be the signal at
time t, its linear prediction based on previous samples is

pt =

M∑
k=1

akst−k , (3)

where ak are the M th order linear prediction coefficients (LPC) for
the current frame.

The prediction coefficients ak are computed by first convert-
ing the 18-band Bark-frequency cepstrum into a linear-frequency
power spectral density (PSD). The PSD is then converted to an auto-
correlation using an inverse FFT. From the auto-correlation, the
Levinson-Durbin algorithm is used to compute the predictor. Com-
puting the predictor from the cepstrum ensures that no additional
information needs to be transmitted (in a speech coding context)
or synthesized (in a text-to-speech context). Even though the LPC
analysis computed in this way is not as accurate as one computed
on the input signal (due to the low resolution of the cepstrum),
the effect on the output is small because the network is able to
learn to compensate. This is an advantage over open-loop filtering
approaches [12].

As an obvious extension of using a linear predictor to help the
neural network, we can also have the network directly predict the
excitation (prediction residual) rather than the sample values. This
is not only a slightly easier task for the network, but it also slightly
reduces the µ-law quantization noise, since the excitation generally
has a smaller amplitude than the pre-emphasized signal. The net-
work takes as input the previously sampled excitation et−1, but also
the past signal st−1, and the current prediction pt. We still include
st−1 and pt because we find that open-loop synthesis based only on
et−1 produces bad quality speech (see Section 3.8).

3.4. Output Layer

To make it easier to compute the output probabilities without sig-
nificantly increasing the size of the preceding layer, we combine
two fully-connected layers with an element-wise weighted sum. The
layer, which we refer to as dual fully-connected (or DualFC) is de-
fined as

dual_fc(x) = a1 ◦ tanh (W1x) + a2 ◦ tanh (W2x) , (4)

where W1 and W2 are weight matrices, and a1 and a2 are weight-
ing vectors. While not strictly necessary for the proposed approach
to work, we have found that the DualFC layer slightly improves qual-
ity when comparing to a regular fully-connected layer at equivalent
complexity. The intuition behind the DualFC later is that determin-
ing whether a value falls withing a certain range (µ-law quantiza-
tion interval in this case) requires two comparisons, with each fully-
connected tanh layer implementing the equivalent of one compari-
son. Visualizing the weights on a trained network supports that in-
tuition. The output of the DualFC layer is used with a softmax acti-
vation to compute the probability P (et) of each possible excitation
value for et.



3.5. Sparse Matrices

To keep the complexity low, we use sparse matrices for the largest
GRU (GRUA in Fig. 1). Rather than allowing general element-by-
element sparseness – which prevents efficient vectorization – we use
block-sparse matrices as proposed in [7]. Training starts with dense
matrices and the blocks with the lowest magnitudes are progressively
forced to zero until the desired sparseness is achieved. We find that
16x1 blocks provide good accuracy, while making it easy to vector-
ize the products.

In addition to the non-zero blocks, we also include all the diag-
onal terms in the sparse matrix, since those are the most likely to
be non-zero. Even though they are not aligned horizontally or verti-
cally, the diagonal terms are nonetheless easy to vectorize since they
result in an element-wise multiplication with the vector operand. In-
cluding the diagonal terms avoids forcing 16x1 non-zero blocks only
for a single element on the diagonal.

3.6. Embedding and Algebraic Simplifications

Rather than scale the scalar sample values to a fixed range before
feeding them to the network, we use the discrete nature of the µ-
law values to learn an embedding matrix E. The embedding maps
each µ-law level to a vector, essentially learning a set of non-linear
functions to be applied to the µ-law value. Visualizing the embed-
ding matrix of trained networks, we have been able to confirm that
the embedding has learned – among other things – the function that
converts the µ-law scale to linear.

As long as the embedding is sent directly to the GRU, it is possi-
ble to avoid increasing the complexity by pre-computing the product
of the embedding matrices with the corresponding submatrices of
the GRU’s non-recurrent weights (U(·)). Let U(u,s) be the subma-
trix of U(u) composed of the columns that apply to the embedding
of the st−1 input sample, we can derive a new embedding matrix
V(u,s) = U(u,s)E that directly maps the sample st−1 to the non-
recurrent term of the update gate computation. The same transfor-
mation applies for all gates (u, r, h) and all embedded inputs (s, p,
e), for a total of 9 pre-computed V(·,·) matrices. In that way, the em-
bedding contribution can be simplified to only one add operation per
gate, per embedded input. Since only a single entry per embedding
matrix is used for each sample, the large size of these matrices is not
an issue, even if they do not fit in cache.

In a similar way to the embedding, the contributions of the frame
conditioning vector f can also be simplified since it is constant over
an entire frame. Once per frame, we can compute g(·) = U(·)f , the
contribution of f to each of the GRU gates.

The simplifications above essentially make the computational
cost of all the non-recurrent inputs to the main GRU negligible, so
the calculations in (1) become

ut =σ
(
Wuht + v(u,s)

st−1
+ v(u,p)

pt−1
+ v(u,e)

et−1
+ g(u)

)
rt =σ

(
Wrht + v(r,s)

st−1
+ v(r,p)

pt−1
+ v(r,e)

et−1
+ g(r)

)
(5)

h̃t =tanh
(
rt ◦ (Whht) + v(h,s)

st−1
+ v(h,p)

pt−1
+ v(h,e)

et−1
+ g(h)

)
ht =ut ◦ ht−1 + (1− ut) ◦ h̃t
P (et) = softmax (dual_fc (GRUB (ht))) ,

where the v
(·,·)
i vectors are lookups of column vector i into the cor-

responding V(·,·) matrix, and GRUB (·) is a regular, non-sparse
GRU used in place of the fully-connected layer with ReLU activation
in (1).
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Fig. 2. Noise injection during the training procedure, with Q denot-
ing µ-law quantization and Q−1 denoting conversion from µ-law to
linear. The prediction filter filter P (z) =

∑M
k=1 akz

−k is applied to
the noisy, quantized input. The excitation is computed as the differ-
ence between the clean, unquantized input and the prediction. Note
that the noise is added in the µ-law domain.

3.7. Sampling from Probability Distribution

Directly sampling from the output distribution can sometimes cause
excessive noise. This is addressed in [6] by multiplying the logits by
a constant c = 2 for voice sounds, which is equivalent to lowering
the “temperature” of the sampling process. Rather than making a
binary voicing decision, we instead set

c = 1 +max (0, 1.5gp − 0.5) , (6)

where gp is the pitch correlation (0 < gp < 1). As a second step,
we subtract a constant from the distribution to ensure that any prob-
ability below that constant threshold T becomes zero. This prevents
impulse noise caused by low probabilities. The modified probability
distribution becomes

P ′ (et) = R (max [R ([P (et)]
c)− T, 0]) , (7)

where theR (·) operator renormalizes the distribution to unity, both
between the two steps and on the result. We find that T = 0.002
provides a good trade-off between reducing impulse noise and pre-
serving the naturalness of the speech.

3.8. Training Noise Injection

When synthesizing speech, the network operates in conditions that
are different from those of the training because the generated sam-
ples are different (more imperfect) than those used during training.
This mismatch can amplify and cause excessive distortion in the syn-
thesis. To make the network more robust to the mismatch, we add
noise to the input during training, as suggested in [6].

The use of linear prediction makes the details of the noise injec-
tion particularly important. When injecting noise in the signal, but
training the network on the clean excitation, we find that the system
produces artifacts similar to those of the pre-analysis-by-synthesis
vocoder era, where the noise has the same shape as the synthesis
filter 1

1−P (z)
. Instead, we find that by adding the noise as shown

in Fig. 2, the network effectively learns to minimize the error in the
signal domain because even though its output is the prediction resid-
ual, one of its input is the same prediction that was used to compute
that residual. This is similar to the effect of analysis-by-synthesis in
CELP [18, 19] and greatly reduces the artifacts in the synthesized
speech.

To make the noise proportional to the signal amplitude, we inject
it directly in the µ-law domain. We vary its distribution across the
training data from no noise to a uniform distribution in the [−3, 3]
range.
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4. EVALUATION

The source code for this work is available under an open-source
license at https://github.com/mozilla/LPCNet/. The
evaluation in this section is based on commit 0ddcda0.

4.1. Complexity

The complexity of the proposed LPCNet model mostly comes from
the two GRUs as well as the dual fully-connected layer. It corre-
sponds to two operations (one add, one multiply) per weight, for
each sample produced and is given by

C =
(
3dN2

A + 3NB (NA +NB) + 2NBQ
)
· 2Fs , (8)

where NA and NB are the sizes of the two GRUs, d is the density of
the sparse GRU, Q is the number of µ-law levels and Fs is the sam-
pling rate. Using NA = 384, NB = 16 and Q = 256 for wideband
speech (Fs = 16000), and considering around 0.5 GFLOPS com-
plexity for the neglected terms (biases, conditioning network, activa-
tion functions, ...), we obtain a total complexity around 2.8 GFLOPS.
Real-time synthesis can be achieved on a single core of an Apple A8
(iPhone 6) or with 20% of a 2.4 GHz Intel Broadwell core.

As a comparison, the speaker-dependent FFTNet model – which
claims a lower complexity than the original WaveNet [5] algorithm
– has a complexity around 16 GFLOPS [6]. The complexity of the
original WaveRNN – evaluated as a speaker-dependent model – is
not explicitly stated, but our interpretation of the data provided in
the WaveRNN [7] paper suggests a complexity around 10 GFLOPS
for the sparse, mobile version. The complexity of SampleRNN is
not explicitly stated either, but from the paper, we estimate around
50 GFLOPS (mostly due to the 1024-unit MLP layers).

4.2. Experimental Setup

Although the proposed system can be either speaker-dependent or
speaker-independent, we evaluate it in the more challenging speaker-
independent context. To isolate the quality of the vocoder itself, we
compute the features directly from recorded speech samples. The
cepstrum uses the same band layout as [20] and the pitch estimator
is based on an open-loop cross-correlation search.

The training data consists of only 4 hours of speech from the
NTT Multi-Lingual Speech Database for Telephonometry (21 lan-
guages), from which we excluded all samples from the speakers
used in testing. Each network was trained for 120 epochs (230k up-
dates), with a batch size size of 64, each sequence consisting of
15 10-ms frames. Training was performed on an Nvidia GPU with
Keras1/Tensorflow2 using the CuDNN GRU implementation and the
AMSGrad [21] optimization method (Adam variant) with a step size
α = α0

1+δ·b where α0 = 0.001, δ = 5 × 10−5, and b is the batch
number.

We compare LPCNet to an improved version of WaveRNN (de-
noted WaveRNN+) that includes all of the improvements in Sec-
tion 3 except for the LPC part, i.e. WaveRNN+ predicts sample st
only from st−1 and the conditioning parameters. Each model is eval-
uated with a main GRU of size NA equal to 192, 384, and 640 units,
and with a non-zero density d = 0.1. These have the same num-
ber of non-zero weights as equivalent dense GRUs of size 61, 122,
and 203, respectively (those GRU sizes match the “equivalent” sizes
in [7]). In all cases, the size of the second GRU is NB = 16. For
each test sample, we compute the input features from the original
audio (ground truth), and then synthesize new audio with each of the
models under test. We also evaluate the effect of the µ-law quantiza-
tion with pre-emphasis, as an upper-bound for the achievable quality.

4.3. Quality Evaluation

As reported in [4], objective quality metrics such as PESQ and
POLQA cannot adequately evaluate non-waveform, neural vocoders.
We conducted a subjective listening test with a MUSHRA-derived
methodology [22], where 8 utterances (2 male and 2 female speak-
ers) were each evaluated by 100 participants. The results in Fig. 3
show that the quality of LPCNet significantly exceeds that of Wave-
RNN+ at equal complexity. Alternatively, it shows that the same
quality is possible at a significantly reduced complexity. The results
also validate our assumption that pre-emphasis makes the effect
of µ-law quantization noise negligible compared to the synthesis
artifacts. Being able to compute only a single 256-value distribution
also reduces complexity compared to the original 16-bit WaveRNN.

The main audible artifact in the generated samples – from both
WaveRNN+ and LPCNet – is some roughness due to noise between
pitch harmonics. One possible remedy – which we did not yet in-
vestigate – consists of using post-denoising techniques, as suggested
in [6]. A subset of the samples used in the listening test is available
at https://people.xiph.org/~jm/demo/lpcnet/.

5. CONCLUSION

This work demonstrates that the efficiency of speaker-independent
speech synthesis can be improved by combining newer neural syn-
thesis techniques with the much older technique of linear predic-
tion. In addition to the main contribution of combining linear pre-
diction with WaveRNN, we make other contributions, such as the
embedding of the signal values, the improved sampling, as well as
the pre-emphasis prior to µ-law quantization. We believe that the
proposed model is equally applicable to text-to-speech and to low-
bitrate speech coding.

Future work on LPCNet includes investigating whether long-
term (pitch) prediction can be incorporated as a way to further reduce
the complexity.

1https://keras.io/
2https://www.tensorflow.org/
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